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Kittitas enjoys record
breaking weed sales
Contributing Writers
The recreational marijuana
industry in Kittitas County set
a monthly record in April with
$550,000 in total sales, according to the latest state ﬁgures.
Strong spring sales have propelled Kittitas County’s sale
ﬁgures to more than $3 million
since legal sales began in August,
according to the Washington
State Liquor Control Board.
25
percent
of
total
sales—$771,000 since August—
went to the state in the form of
excise taxes. The excise tax is a
25 percent transaction tax levied
each time marijuana changes
hands from grower to processor
to retailer to consumer.
Nearly all sales come from
two of the seven state-licensed
businesses in Kittitas County
that are actively selling marijuana: Life Gardens, a marijuana processor and producer, and
Cannabis Central, the county’s
only retailer.
In November, shortly after
starting business, Life Gardens
experienced high sales because
of a limited number of competitors in the market, Matt Begni,

Life Gardens’ assistant director,
said.
Life Gardens’ November
sales of $348,255 were the highest of 118 active processors in
the state. Its sales have remained
near the top every month since
then, although they dipped during winter.
Life Gardens ﬁnished last
year 8th out of 423 Washington growers, according to the
LinkedIn.com proﬁle of Greta
Carter, a nationally recognized
marijuana industry consultant,
founder of the Cannabis Training Institute and chief executive
oﬃcer of Life Gardens.
“We did this by claiming
seven percent market-share our
ﬁrst month at market, maintaining our position as Washington’s
number one or two producer of
usable marijuana by sales volume ever since,” Carter said.
Begni said Life Gardens’s
winter sales were aﬀected by the
fact that the outdoor farm did
not grow marijuana during the
season. Next winter, Life Gardens plans to grow marijuana
using special greenhouses that
will work with their hybrid hydroponic system.
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Begni said that Life Gardens’
business is on track with expectations.
Sales have been on the rise at
Cannabis Central in Ellensburg,
the county’s only marijuana retail store.
Following ﬂat sales last year,
the state’s ﬁgures show a 167
percent rise in monthly sales at
Cannabis Central since the end
of December.
With a high level of product
ﬂooding the market, prices have
been trending downward, said
Rob Hendrix, owner of Cannabis Central next door to the Red

Copy Desk

Horse Diner. Lower prices, in
turn, have led to increased sales.
After ﬁnishing 2014 in the
hole, Hendrix said the business
overall is growing and is now in
the black.
Despite recent sales growth,
Hendrix said it’s hard to predict
the future of the business, since
no model exists.
“I do know that this is unusual business and an unprecedented business as far as the level of
taxation,” Hendrix said.
Hendrix said that out of
roughly $200,000 in April sales,
Washington will take about
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$50,000 in excise tax straight
oﬀ the top, leaving the retailer
$150,000 from which to pay
other taxes, salaries, rent, utilities and inventory.
But that’s not the end of the
excise tax story.
Since the sale of marijuana
is still a federal crime, the federal IRS applies diﬀerent rules
to marijuana businesses. Unlike other businesses, marijuana
businesses are not allowed to deduct excise taxes.
Hendrix and his wife must
pay income tax as though they
sold $200,000 in goods, not its
actual sales of $150,000 in goods
plus $50,000 in excise tax. In effect, that gives Cannabis Central
a signiﬁcantly higher federal tax
rate.
“If you looked at this business
model in this industry right now
today, and it was stagnant, you’d
never get in, you’d never do it,”
Hendrix said.
Contributing Writers: Chris
Anderson, Hailey Andreas, Daniel Chavez, Austin Clark, Chelsea Delatorre, Krystal Dudek,
Thomas Gracey, Vaughn Jones,
Hyein Kang, Mandi Ringgenberg and Tayler Shaindlin.
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Editorial policy: The Observer is a public forum for student expression, in which

student editors make policy and content decisions. The mission of the Observer is twofold: to serve Central Washington University as a newspaper and to provide training for
students who are seeking a career in journalism. The Observer seeks to provide complete,
accurate, dependable information to the campus and community; to provide a public
forum for the free debate of issues, ideas and problems facing the community at large,
and to be the best source for information, education and entertainment news. As a
training program, the Observer is the practical application of the theories and principles
of journalism. It teaches students to analyze and communicate information that is vital
to the decision making of the community at large. It provides a forum for students to
learn the ethics, values, and skills needed to succeed in their chosen career. If you have
questions call (509) 963-1073 or e-mail us at cwuobserver@gmail.com
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west to have a similar experience
to what they used to have at Central.
Two years ago, Central was
“There are seven chimps
one of two universities in the there, and they can learn that
world that had chimpanzees on kind of hands-on caregiving and
campus. However, that changed husbandry that they used to get
in 2013, when the chimps moved here,” Sheeran said.
to the Fauna Foundation.
Although considered a handsFor students in the under- on experience, students are never
graduate and graduate primate in the same room as the chimps
behavior and ecology program, due to a possible dangerous situhaving chimps to interact with ation.
was a dream come true. AccordAccording to graduate student
ing to Director of Primate Behav- Whitney Emge, students interact
ior and Ecology Lori Sheeran, with the chimps by being on the
students greatly beneﬁtted from other side of the cage.
the chimps’ presence on campus.
“It’s protected contact,” Emge
“We did have some students said.
that came here speciﬁcally to
The undergraduate primate
work with the chimps,” Sheeran behavioral program is built to
said. “They learned about care- prepare students for ﬁeld work,
giving and husbandry, and they research and husbandry trainput that in
ing for the
around their
graduate
classes. EvThe academic pro- program.
eryone who
Accordgraming stayed the same
met
the
ing to Krista
whether they were here or Banda, gradchimps fell
gone, but it was kind of like uate student
in love with
the heart of the program and teacher
them.”
was gone.
Sheeran
research as-Lori Sheera
said that the
sistant, the
Director of Primate Behavior
chimps leavgraduate
ing did not
primate proaﬀect the acgram focuses
ademic programs or enrollment, on conservation of these animals,
but she believes it felt like there genetic research and behavioral
was a void in the program.
research.
“The academic programing
“The primate program here
stayed the same whether they is a really short Master’s prowere here or gone,” Sheeran gram that lasts about two years,”
said. “But it was kind of like the Banda said. “A lot of students
heart of the program was gone, start to get the understanding of
because everyone just loved to how primates work in the world,
spend time with the animals.”
so it’s mostly focused on humanAdjustments had to be made primate interface. So our relasince the chimps departure. Now, tionships with primates and their
graduate students have the op- relationships with us historically
portunity to work with seven to this day has been changing bechimps at the Chimpanzee Sanc- cause humans have been changtuary Northwest, just twenty ing.”
minutes away in Cle Elum.
Banda thinks that Central’s
“Chimpanzee
Sanctuary primate program is unique beNorthwest has been able to step cause the people involved care
up and kind of ﬁll in that aspect about the primates and also care
of the program,” Sheeran said.
about the students.
Students get the chance at
“It’s really great to ﬁnd a comChimpanzee Sanctuary North- munity that understands how
BY TERA STENHOUSE

Staff Reporter

conservation works and how to between populations of either
make it successful,” Banda said. humans, chimpanzees or other
“You have to get people involved species,” Lorenz said. “And what
that genetic variation tells us
and help the people there too.”
Most undergraduates in the about evolutionary history of
program are planning on a ca- species, and how they are related
reer in a sanctuary or zoo setting, to other species.”
One of Lorenz’s students is
while graduate students focus on
looking at genetic variation in
conducting more research.
“Graduate students usually Vervet monkeys throughout Aflook at more evolutionary ques- rica and the parasites that aﬀect
tions or questions about cogni- them.
China,
tive abilities
E c u a d o r,
of primates
Indonesia
because they
The primate program and even the
are our closhere is a really short Mas- Wo o d l a n d
est living relter’s program that lasts Park Zoo in
ative they are
Seattle are
often
used
about two years.
places where
as a model,”
students in
Sheeran said.
-Krista Banda
the program
As
for
Research Assistant
may conduct
the genetic
additional
research in
research.
the program,
According to graduate stustudents get the chance to study
other species and how their DNA dent Gregory Fratellone, students can gain experience in
has changed over time.
Associate Professor of An- other countries with professors at
thropology Dr. Joseph Lorenz, Central.
“In regards to the research,
focuses his research on genetics
you learn techniques, and you
of primates.
“I’ve always been interested get to collaborate with diﬀerent
in genetic variations within and researchers,” Fratellone said.

“

“

“

“

TYKO O’DONNELL/OBSERVER

Fill IN Chimpanzee Sanctuary Northwest grants access to chimps.

“Speciﬁcally, we work with Anhui University, which is in China,
and you also collaborate with
professors here. Dr Sheeran was
with me when I went to China,
and so was Dr. Wagner who is in
the biology department.”
Fratellone speciﬁcally focused
on social organization of Tibetan macaque while in China.
“Going to China is something
I never thought I would be able
to do, especially this early on in
my life, and it was a wonderful
experience to do so,” Fratellone
said. “I’ve conducted research
before, but it helped me realize how much I love conducting
research and how much I love
working with non-human primates.”
According to primate behavior graduate student Melani Bell,
you really experience a relationship with the primates.
“More broadly just working
with animals in general, I think
you really get a sense of compassion and patience. It’s kind of
like this nurturing relationship
especially in a captive setting,
but in the ﬁeld, you also have
this responsibility for one another’s boundaries, and you really
learn how to interact with these
animals and it becomes a part of
you,” Bell said.
After the program is ﬁnished,
Bell would like to continue her
education and then pursue a career in teaching.
“I am hoping to eventually get
into a PhD program and then
kind of basically follow in Lori’s
footsteps and become a professor and be able to do research as
well,” Bell said.
Fratellone also has similar
goals after the program.
“I am in the same boat, I
would also like to get my PhD,”
Fratellone said. “I would also
continue new research on collective decision making as well as
social networks and social organization. I would like to become
a professor and continue doing
research in that way.”

New aviation contractor divides opinion

Assistant News Editor

Skepticism has surrounded
the aviation department since
IASCO Flight Training signed
on as the new contractor for Central’s professional pilot program,
replacing Midstate Aviation.
While the program is moving forward, with an expected
increase in fall 2015 enrollment,
students have voiced diverse
opinions regarding the progress
of their training.
Ron Mitchell, president of
Midstate Aviation, said he refused to renew his contract with
Central because he didn’t think
they were adequately marketing
the program.
According to Mitchell, activity at the airport has decreased
over 50 percent since training

pleting their training on schedbegan with the new contractor.
“I have not seen anything yet ule, and the aircraft they’re using
that tells me that the contractor are older and less sophisticated
can be successful in doing what than the airplanes that were provided by me
they’re doas a former
ing at Ell e n s bu rg, ”
The students are not contractor,”
Mitchell said.
Mitchell said.
completing their trainMitchell
“They
are
ing on schedule and the believes sevnot completing the trainaircraft they’re using are eral mistakes
ing that is reolder and less sophisticat- were made
the
quired of the
ed than the airplanes that during
bidding prostudents in a
were provided by me.
cess and that
timely manthe delayed
ner.”
-Ron Mitchell
ﬂight trainMitchMidstate Aviation President
ing could’ve
ell said that,
been avoidwith just a
ed.
few weeks left
“Now they’re basically depenin the year, students are still less
than a third of the way through dent on this company to ramp
up the service, to increase the
their required training.
“The students are not com- number of airplanes, to increase

“

“

BY SIMONE CORBETT

the number of ﬂight instructors
able to service the students and,
if they don’t, then I don’t see any
chance that this program will
survive,” Mitchell said.
Students, however, have
proven to be progressing at their
own pace. Many expressed their
appreciation to the department
for providing multiple options to
make up for lost time.
“I think, personally, there is a
fairly big diﬀerence in how each
student is progressing with their
ﬂight training. I know for sure
there are quite a few people who
are going to have to stay after ﬁnals week to ﬁnish up their training,” sophomore professional pilot major Michael Bageant said.
Junior professional pilot major
Willie Heard said he is no longer
as stressed about completing his
training as he was in the begin-

ning of the year.
“I had to stay for mid-winter
break to catch up, which was a
sacriﬁce on my end. They say I’ll
be done in time, but I’m not really sure,” Heard said.
An anonymous source said
because they didn’t have the ﬁnancial means to complete training any faster, they are a quarter
behind.
“The senior class is going to
be lucky to graduate on time,
from what I’ve heard, because
they are still waiting on the proper airplane, [Cessna 172 RG,] to
be sent here so they can ﬁnish
their CFI training,” the anonymous source said.
The new program contractor
wasn’t the only reason student’s

See “Flights” on P. 5
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An American beard tale
BY ELLIOTT LLERA

Staff Reporter

Of all the subjects students
would expect to cover in a history
class, facial hair isn’t likely to be
an anticipated topic. However, in
History Professor Brian Carroll’s
course, “American Manhood in
Historical Perspective,” this is exactly the type of subject matter
that is discussed.
Carroll said the origin of
facial hair in America can be
traced back to a cultural divide.
“For most of the 1700s, facial
hair was completely out of fashion and hardly anybody wore it,”
Carroll said. “If you did see people wearing facial hair, they were
usually depicted as barbaric.”
No group of people exemplify
this better than the rugged frontiersmen of the 1700s and early
1800s.
“Hunters and fur traders
were always depicted as having
beards,” Carroll said. “Frontiersmen weren’t really respected,
and they held a very low position
within their communities. It was
a sign of being uncivilized.”
The negative connotations
associated with beards began to
dissipate during the 1830s, when

MVUIJLST/WIKIMEDIA

1860 Burnside started the sideburn.

Americans began to embrace
rugged outdoors men as heroes.
“Society began to celebrate
men like Davy Crockett and
Daniel Boone. From then on,
having a beard was seen as manly, not disparaging,” Carroll said.
Carroll also noted that it
was ironic for society to classify
bearded men as barbaric in the
early 1800s, as racism against
Native Americans was a major
societal problem.
“Indians were always considered the ultimate savages, but

they didn’t have beards,” Carroll said. “Because of the tradition of body painting, most tribes
plucked all of their body hair.
There was an emphasis placed
on elaborate hair styles, like long,
decorated braids. But you would
never see an Indian man with a
beard back then.”
After beards made their initial
surge in popularity during the
1830s, expectations for civilized
men to be clean shaven returned.
This style switch was strongly
inﬂuenced by the English, who
often looked down on bearded
Irish and Scottish men as dirty
and vulgar.
However, during the American Civil War, beards made a
comeback. Generals sported well
manicured beards on the battleﬁeld, like Ambrose Burnside who
led the Union Army while donning huge mutton chops.
“The start of the Civil War
through the 1890s was deﬁnitely
the heyday of American facial
hair,” Carroll said.
The peak of beards’ popularity in the 20th century was during the 1960s and 70s.
Carroll said that men grew
beards to rebel against the clean
cut look of the times.

SNAPWIRESNAPS/PIXABAY

PBR Beards have become associated with hipsters in recent years.

“This is the ﬁrst time we see
beards grown as a rebellious
statement,” Carroll said.
When it comes to the future
of facial hair, Carroll believes
that we are experiencing a new
heyday thanks to the popular
hipster beard craze.
“The hipster facial hair trend
is unique because you don’t know
if they are trying to be ironic,”
Carroll said. “Maybe they’re

trying to look more macho than
they really are.”
Ultimately, Carroll believes
that beards will always be a part
of American culture.
“Historians are typically pretty bad at predicting the future,
but we do know that trends come
and go,” Carroll said. “The
world is more connected now
than ever, so trends tend to move
quickly.”

NEWS
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BY CLARISSA POSNER

Staff Reporter

When it comes to employees
and beards, business’ opinions
will vary. Some employers have
no issue with beards, while others
ban them altogether.
Locally, Pizza Colin, Ellensburg McDonald’s and the SURC
all have diﬀerent policies regarding employees’ beards.
Owner of Pizza Colin, Colin
Lamb, has a lenient policy on
facial hair. However, he said that
it is important that all of his employees are showered and maintain well-groomed beards.
“My employees need to comb
their beards to make sure hair
does not get into the food,” Colin
said.
If an employee had a beard
that was two feet long, Colin said
he might require them to wear a
hair net. According to Colin, Pizza Colin has not had a complaint
about hair being in a customer’s
food for six months.
Ellensburg McDonald’s has
a much diﬀerent policy. There
are 13 McDonald’s restaurants
owned by Greg and Jan Luring,
and they all have rules that regu-

late the crew appearance standards.
“Facial hair must not exceed
a quarter of an inch and must be
neatly trimmed,” said Theresa
Maier, McDonald’s human resource representative.
The McDonald’s in Ellensburg does allow goatees, mustaches and beards up to 2.5-inches.
McDonald’s main reason for
having a strict facial hair policy
is because of appearances, unlike
Pizza Colin’s policy which had
to do with health issues. They
want to make sure all employees
appear professional and wellgroomed to customers.
The SURC, on the other
hand, has a laid back policy compared to most businesses.
“We have no policy, unless a
beard is unmanageable, [then]
they will be asked to wear a hair
net,” Dan Layman, director of
dining services, said.
The SURC’s policy is mostly
concerned with making sure hair
does not get in food, but as long
as the beard is manageable, employees are allowed all the facial
hair they want.

frustrating.
“We would schedule ﬂights
and then ﬁnd out that the plane’s
training got delayed.
actually not available, and some“Unfortunately, the weather times there were maintenance isis horrible at that time of year. sues on top of that,” Heard said.
We are all behind, as we were
The anonymous source voiced
put to the
a similar frusbottom of
tration. Acthe list to
A lot of people at this cording to
start,” the
point are just happy to the source,
anonymous
tudents
have airplanes to fly in, yet swould
source said.
show
they are not good equip- up for a ﬂight
Upperment compared to what we on time and
c l a s s m e n’s
ﬂight time
be unable to
use to have.
has
been
-Anoynmous source start the lesmost
imson for over
pacted by
an hour due
the delayed
to lack of airstart date.
plane availability.
“I took my check ride a
The source also explained
year ago for one of my ratings. that, due to a lack of line personAs of now, I’m not even half- nel, about 15 minutes of ﬂight
way through my next course time gets taken out of every other
of training,” the anonymous student ﬂight to refuel the planes.
source said.
“A lot of people, at this point,
Sophomore
aeronautical are just happy we have airplanes
science major Deaundre Cola to ﬂy in, yet they are not good
said he doesn’t feel he’s getting equipment compared to what we
any less ﬂight time with IASCO used to have,” the anonymous
than he did with Midstate.
source said.
“It’s a diﬀerent contractor,
There are now 11 planes in
so they have diﬀerent require- Ellensburg, including eight sinments. I feel like I’m getting the gle-engine and three twin-engine.
same ﬂight time as last year,”
“We were initially promised
Cola said.
newer aircraft, which didn’t pan
While some students have out, so we have older airplanes
adjusted, many still ﬁnd the that need upholstery work on the
ﬂight scheduling system to be inside,” the anonymous source

From “Flights” on P. 3

“

“

Employers fear,
embrace the beard

said. “Mechanically, they are
sound yet are, in fact, a downgrade.”
Aviation Department Chair
Amy Hoover said she does not
see the various scheduling and
mechanical issues to be out of
the ordinary.
Hoover says that in the 12
years she’s been at Central, there
has not been any year where all
professional pilot students have
completed their training by the
end of spring quarter.
However, due to the particular circumstances from earlier
this year, University Housing and
the Dean’s oﬃce are providing
accommodations to ensure that
students will not be charged extra for staying on campus past
the end of spring quarter to complete their training.
Hoover also said students will
be saving a signiﬁcant amount
of money on their ﬂight training with the new contractor—
around $54,000 for all four years
versus the previous $66,000.
“This program is a lot cheaper, so that’s a big beneﬁt,” Heard
said.
According to Hoover, students
have also entered more internships and hiring pipeline agreements this year. In regards to the
future of the program, Hoover
stated that the ﬂight program is
strong, stable and growing.
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Female perspectives on bearded boyfriends

Stages after the shave-age

BY GRACE LINDSLEY/COPY DESK CHIEF

When I ﬁrst met my boyfriend, he
had long messy hair and a bushy black
beard to match.
If I’m being honest, he really wasn’t
my type. I prefer my men clean shaven
and at least somewhat polished, but after
being together for almost two years now,
it’s pretty clear his hair was never a deal
breaker. I’ve gotten used to the facial
hair, and it certainly suits him.
Nowadays, he keeps his hair shorter
and shaves his beard every couple of
months after letting it grow out.
I’ve gotten to experience the cycle of
going from clean shaven to full bearded
many times over at this point. With this
expertise, I can detail the four primary
stages of beard growth from the perspective of the girlfriend.
Right after the shave, he has a smooth
face; this is the baby face stage. Initially,
it’s always a shock to see his face without
a beard, but his skin is soft and pleasant.
This silky smooth period lasts all of
about 24-hours.
From there, the classically handsome
ﬁve o’clock shadow emerges. For a lot of
people, this is the most visually appealing
stage of beard growth, but it also happens to be the worst stage.
If you’ve never been up close and
personal with a guy a few days after he’s
shaved, imagine taking a sheet of coarse
sandpaper and rubbing it on your face
and around your body.
The beard burn is real.
In my personal experience, I’ve found

many men take pleasure in the reaction
that rubbing their harsh, grainy facial
hair on the backs and arms of their signiﬁcant others garners. The signiﬁcant
others, however, often ﬁnd it far less
amusing.
The sandpaper stage lasts for at least
a few weeks and when it is ﬁnally, thankfully, over, the short beard stage arrives.
This is arguably the best beard length
for those in a relationship with someone
who has facial hair.
The beard is long enough that it’s soft,
but short enough that it doesn’t get in the
way. It looks relatively clean and doesn’t
retain anything they may have been eating.
It’s at this stage when my boyfriend is
the most attractive and his beard game is
strongest. I treasure this time.
After a weeks, left to its own devices,
a beard will eventually reach the long
beard stage.
Depending on the level of maintenance a person puts into their beard, this
is either awesome or awful.
A person who has a well-maintained
long beard usually looks pretty cool if
they can pull it oﬀ, but, let me tell you,
kissing someone with an unkempt long
beard is not pleasant.
Lips are draped with thick hair that
will always either get into your mouth
or nose, no matter the angle. The liquid
retention in these beards is astounding
and upon contact you worry you might
drown. And ﬂecks of food hang out for
who knows how long.
On the upside, you can stick ﬂowers
and pencils in them. That’s always fun.
In the end, beards are kind of great
and kind of gross. They’re uncomfortable and awkward to get used to, but also
pleasantly scratchy and handsome.
The point is, I didn’t like my boyfriend’s beard at ﬁrst, but now it’s grown
on me.

5 lessons on beards

it, the more accustomed your face gets to
the extra friction.
Beards are not as dirty as I ﬁrst
imagined them to be. Don’t get
me wrong, I still notice every crumb
that lingers in a man’s beard, but experienced and cleanly bearded folk will get
everything cleaned up before too long. It
comes down to the amount of time and
experience someone has with their beard
and how clean of a person they are. If
they’re a dirty and unkempt person, it’s
likely their beard is dirty and unkempt.
Similarly, a clean person probably keeps
their beard nice and clean as well.
Sponges and beards share a common trait. Both suck up water and,
when pressed, release it all. Sometimes,
it’s on an unsuspecting recipient. I believe
my boyfriend gets a kind of sick enjoyment when I recoil after a sopping wet
sponge-beard kiss. After drinking water
his beard goes full sponge and a simple
peck on the cheek becomes a waterfall on
my face. Personally, I hate it. He knows
that.
I thought having long hair was
an issue while kissing, but beards
trump that. Beards shed, like any other
hair. Problem is, beards like to shed on
your lips. I’m pulling beard hair oﬀ of
my face and lips all the time. It’s annoying, like the beard-sponge, but at least it
makes me feel less bad about my long
hair. Which gets everywhere. I’m sorry.
Beard maintenance is more
than just trimming. Men have
to shampoo their beard just like their
hair. Thankfully, my S.O. keeps his
beard nice and clean, so I haven’t experienced the phenomenon known as
“stink beard,” but I’ve been told it’s real.

2

BY MARIA HARR /EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

When I arrived at Central, I was disappointed in the lack of variety of men
at this school.
Everyone had beards. Almost every
guy I met had a beard, and I feared that
the beard trend would keep me single at
Central because, honestly, I’m not a fan.
Then I met my bearded boyfriend.
I was surprised to be so attracted to a
bearded face.
I think he’s extremely handsome, even
though facial hair doesn’t ﬁt into my normal list of attractive traits.
Since we started dating, I’ve looked
at beards in a whole new, kinder, light.
I’m looking at bearded men and thinking
of them as more handsome than I ever
thought before.
I still feel that my boyfriend is the exception, not the rule, when it comes to
my attraction to facial hair, but it’s still
brought about a change in how I understand beards.
So here are my tips on beards
for those of you who are interested,
but unsure on how facial hair works:

1

It becomes clear after dating a
bearded person that beards are
much softer than a ﬁve o’clock shadow.
Beard burn can still happen, but it’s
nothing like the sandpaper-on-your-skin
feeling of stubble. At the beginning of a
relationship, you’re likely to receive some
bad beard burn around your mouth,
which can turn you oﬀ to kissing, but
don’t fear! It goes away after a while, the
more you and your S.O. learn to avoid

3

4
5

All-in-all, beards aren’t so bad. Cleanliness comes down to how well the beard is
maintained. If you’re on the fence about
beards, my suggestion is to go ahead; give
that face fuzz a try. You might like it.

Think adoption when considering new pets

BY SARAH HOOT/COPY EDITOR

Visiting a shelter for the ﬁrst
time can seem like an overwhelming experience; there are
barking dogs and mewing cats.
There are animals that look like
they would rather bite you than
become your pet.
But imagine how those animals must feel. They were taken
from their homes and put into
a place with strange animals in
small kennels by people they

do not know. The “aggression”
viewed by visitors is, more often
than not, fear.
Just like that cliché “don’t
judge a book by its cover,” don’t
judge an animal by its reaction in
the shelter.
I have personally volunteered
at two diﬀerent shelters, one over
on the west side and the other
here in Ellensburg. From my
experience, a lot of the animals
that come in are extremely sweet
once you get to know them.
Bailey, one of the dogs I
helped care for at the Ellensburg
shelter, was a prime example.
He was a large dog, a German
shepard mix, which made ﬁrsttime visitors a uneasy. He also
lacked formal training; he would
jump up, run up to the fence and

bark at people walking past.
However, volunteers and shelter workers knew that if you entered Bailey’s kennel and started
petting him, he became the
sweetest dog around. He would
carry around a little rubber elephant like a security blanket,
even when taken outside to play
in the yard. Basically, he was a
big baby.
Bailey is just one of many dogs
that come through the doors of
the Ellensburg shelter. According
to Paula Hake, one of the shelter staﬀ, the number of animals
taken in is constantly ﬂuctuating.
Luckily, most of those animals
get adopted.
Unfortunately, not all shelter
animals get such happy endings.
I am not a supporter of euthana-

DEAR READERS:

sia unless the circumstances are
so dire that it needs to happen,
but many animals end up getting
put down because there is just no
room for them.
The Ellensburg shelter only
has a 2 percent euthanasia rate,
according to Hake, but not all
shelters have the luxury of such
a low number.
That is why public help is so
important. Most shelters receive
donations, but that is not always
enough; they need to ﬁnd loving
homes for their animals.
There are several beneﬁts to
adopting rather than buying your
new best friend.
For one thing, adoptions are
cheaper than purchasing. The
Ellensburg shelter charges $80
for dogs and $50 for cats. The

shelter includes spaying/neutering and the ﬁrst round of shots
if they are needed in the initial
fee. Pet stores, on the other hand,
don’t include shots, so you will
have to take your new pet to the
vet. Furthermore, shelter animals
oftentimes require less training
because they’ve already been
someone’s pet.
Adopting also beneﬁts the
animals, too. They get a second
chance at being somebody’s pet,
they get to have a new place to
call their own and they don’t
have to live in a kennel anymore.
If you’re looking for a new
best friend, head to your local animal shelter and ﬁnd that special
someone, because they are looking for love too and all it takes is
that ﬁrst meeting.

The Observer welcomes brief letters of 300 words or less from readers on current issues. Please include your full name and university
affiliation, year and major, degree and year graduated, or staff position and department. To be printed in the following week’s issue,
use the “Submit a Letter” link on cwuobserver.com by 5 p.m. Sunday. The Observer reserves the right to reject or edit for style and
length. All letters become property of The Observer. Anonymous letters will not be considered.
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Brainery Blurbs by Ean Zelenak

Art Submission
Details

Every week The Observer will feature diﬀerent art
from students on this page in our print version and in a
galllery on our online version.
Featurable artwork is not limited to drawings, paintings and photography. We’re accepting submissions of
any visual art (costumes, sculptures, etc.) for the print
version and any free-to-view digital media (original
ﬁlms, music, etc.) for the online version.
Details on rules, accepted forms of art and other requirements, as well as a submission form can be found
at:
cwuobserver.com/submissions

What do you think of facial hair?

“Personally, I just think that if you’re
wanting to have facial hair, you have to
ﬁrst take care of it, and you have to wear
it proudly.”
Alisha Barik
Sophomore pre-med major

“I love beards and facial hair. I wish I
could grow one. I’m working on it.”
Jeremy Reiner
Junior psychology major

“It depends on the person that has
them. If it’s a really attractive guy with
a really cool beard, it’s like ‘ooh, you’re
cool.’ And then guys who look like they
have a creepy beard, I’m gonna run away
from.”
Samantha Matthew
Junior history education major

“I don’t mind [beards]. I don’t like
having it, but on other people, it’s okay
… It’s that itchy point with beards, I can’t
stand it.
Nicholas Aguilera
Senior biology major

“[Beards] terrify me. Hair in general
terriﬁes me. [I have] chaetophobia, the
fear of hair … Trimmed stuﬀ, kept small
[doesn’t] bother me as much, but full
beards give me the heebie-jeebies.”
Miranda Cummings
Junior biology major

“I wish I had [facial hair.] In my
personal opinion, I feel like it gives oﬀ
a more manly look so it attracts more
women.”
Dustin Hammond
Sophomore business marketing major

“I don’t really like [beards.] It’s either
because I just don’t like the way it looks
personally, or the way it feels. And generally when people in my age group try to
grow it, it tends to look unhygienic. It just
doesn’t look good.”
Jasmine Gilbert
Freshman vocal performance major

“I think it depends on the person …
It can look fashionable. If they like [long
beards], I don’t mind, but in my opinion,
I like short beards.”
Ryoji Aoyama
Freshman Asia university America program student
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Beard Maintenance
BY NICOLAS COOPER

Staff Reporter

Whether it’s the lumberjack-style or the
short maintained beard, a new wave of
the beard trend has hit the Paciﬁc Northwest. However, there are certainly mixed
feelings about this popular look.
Cameron Thomson, 24-year-old Ellensburg resident, is no stranger to the
bearded look.
“It’s man shit,” Thomson said.
Thomson said his inspiration behind
growing his thick beard was the popular
TV show, Vikings. In fact, the main reason
he grew out his beard was for the opportunity to win an all-expense paid trip to
Ireland to feature as a double on the show.
Thomson has been growing his beard
since last November, saying that before he
submits his mugshot to the show, he would
like the length of his beard to at least
reach his chest.
Thomson said that his girlfriend has no
quarrels with the beard and that she actually loves it, but can sometimes present
some interesting challenges.
“Saucy food is the worst,” Thomson
said. “You have to sit there with a napkin
for like 20 minutes just scrubbing out the
beard.”
In order to keep his beard in tip-top
shape, he uses a special soap to wash it
every day in addition to a set of beard lotions and oils to condition it.
Thomson said that now that he is fully
immersed in the beard lifestyle, he can’t
imagine himself going back to the barefaced life.
“I like it. I think it’s dope. I told my girlfriend when it gets long enough, I’m going
to have her braid it,” Thomson said.
Carly Jones, senior public relations major, said she has no problem with a bearded man.
“I love beards,” Jones said. “A guy who
can pull oﬀ a beard is very handsome to
me.”
Although Jones said a beard can present a handsome look, a lumberjack-style
beard is out of the question.
“I don’t like super long beards. I like
short, maintained beards,” Jones said.

Jones said that when it comes to dating,
she has no preference whether a guy has a
beard or not.
“Having facial hair isn’t a make or
break kinda thing for me,” Jones said.
“The only way I’m dating a man with
a lumberjack-style beard is if that
beard is on Tom Hardy.”
However, some people
aren’t fond of the bearded
look.
Christina Densmore,
21-year-old Ellensburg
resident, said “absolutely not,” when
it comes to bushy
beards.
“I don’t like the
appearance of really thick beards
because it’s not
clean cut and
doesn’t come oﬀ
as presentable,”
Densmore said.
She said she
would never be
interested in a
guy with a thick
lumberjack-style
beard.
“I’m just not
attracted to that,”
Densmore said.
“It also seems like
guys tend not to
know what style of
beard best suits their
face, so even if they
could pull oﬀ a beard,
they’re usually wearing
the wrong one.”
Although a lumberjack-style beard is something she has no interest in,
Densmore said that depending on the individual, a small
amount of facial hair, like a goatee, could be acceptable.
“For me, the only way that [lumberjack] style of beard would be acceptable for me to date, was if Usher was my
boyfriend,” Densmore said.
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Beard Trends
BY ALEXANDRA PROCTOR

Staff Reporter
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Few humans can resist the power
of a well-manicured beard. Though
this may not be a scientiﬁc fact, as
data is still being collected, there
certainly has been an inﬂux of
trends currently surrounding
beards.
First there are celebrities. Some of Hollywood’s
leading men have taken
the well-kept facial
hair world by storm
and grown out luscious facial locks for
the world to enjoy.
Christian
Bale,
George
Clooney and Viggo
Mortensen are
some of the famous examples
of this new
trend.
To pull oﬀ
this look, the
well-kept facial
hair is trimmed,
combed
and
usually adorned
with some kind
of product on
both the front
and edges of the
face.
“I think that
when you have
a
well-trimmed
beard, it shows that
you are better at keeping yourself hygienic,”
said Bianca Hernandez,
senior elementary education major. “It shows that
you are better at taking care
of yourself, rather than just letting your beard grow.”
On the more raggedy side, we
have other Hollywood stars; Tom
Hardy, Brad Pitt and Jake Gyllenhaal
have all sported the “mountain man”
look. This look usually resembles how
you would expect a beard to look if a

man was lost in the woods for a couple
months, ragged, though lovable.
According to Men’s Hairstyle
Trends, the current way to woo admirers is a “grown out shaggy hair
cut nicely into a slick looking side part
pomp with a beard.” This style does
require a bit of work, as you will need
hair products such as Layrite oﬃcial
pomade and Are You Bear Face beard
oil.
Beard culture recently took a more
humorous turn with the uprising of
the “bearded men with cats” trend.
Though this may not be a beard style
in itself, men can up their beard game
by accessorizing with a fuzzy feline.
Last summer, according to
BuzzFeed, a popular trend was decorating beards with ﬂowers. Boring
picnic? Liven it up by grabbing some
ﬂowers at the park and redecorating
your facial hair. Boring wedding? Ask
the bride if she will donate her bouquet.
“Sometimes, just a few ﬂowers will
do the trick to liven up a bare beard,”
BuzzFeed said.
The current upcoming trend is the
beard and man bun combo. Once the
upkeep of a pompadour gets too annoying, turning the locks back into a
man bun is the way to go.
“I think this is hard to do correctly,
but when done correctly, it does look
good,” said Kaitlyn Alderson, senior
computer science major. “You have to
have the right hair for it. I only like it
on men who have thick hair. If you
kinda have thin hair or beard, you
should just not.”
The most popular man bun on the
internet is owned by Brock O’Hurn
of Los Angeles, Calif., who resembles
a Nordic god. He’s on Instagram as
@brockohurn. Though it may take
a while to grow hair as long as his, it
is well worth the wait, as this trend is
long from going out of style.
Whether your beard is ragged,
trimmed or accessorized, your beard
is still a trendy beard. Beards have
come back with a fashion vengeance.
Grow out your face warmer and enjoy
your celebrity status.
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A “last supper” before finals
its events, but their family style
dinner serves food gathered toStaff Reporter
gether around tables as opposed
Catholic Campus Ministry’s to people mingling with snacks.
(CCM) wants to encourage an
Heva said that the family style
atmosphere for students that feels dinners draw out new people
like a home away from home and and bring them together for more
a second family, especially during than just Bible studies. CCM also
ﬁnals.
has game and movie nights. The
Emma Mahr, one of CCM’s ministry created this program
peer ministers, explained that for students so they can have a
this program is in its ﬁrst year. break from studying, eating at the
As part of campus life, the fam- SURC dining hall and having an
ily style dinners provide home opportunity to eat good food and
cooked meals for college students hang out with people.
in a place where they can have
Emily Shamrell, senior family
a sit-down
consumer
meal.
science
AccordYou don’t have to be Cath- major, has
ing to Jaolic. You don’t have to know been to
net Heva,
of
anybody. You can just show up several
director
the din[...] and make friends if you ners. She
of CCM,
want to.
the
dinsaid that
ners hapthe events
-Emily Shamrell
pen once
feature
a month,
mostly
Senior family consumer science major
usually on
C C M
a Wednesmembers,
day. The purpose is to “create an but they are encouraged to invite
open, welcoming environment to friends to bring everyone togethallow people to get together and er as a community.
have meaningful conversation
“[The CCM is] very welcoming for anybody,” Shamrell said.
while eating good food.”
The CCM always has food at “You don’t have to be Catholic.
BY LOGAN HOUSER

“

“

You don’t have to know anybody.
You can just show up … and
make friends if you want to.”
The CCM hasn’t decided on
what will be served for this quarter’s ﬁnal dinner, but the meal
should appeal to all the guests.
Typically the meal has a main
course, side dishes and dessert
with the ministry providing a different style each month.
The ﬁrst family style dinner
was a turkey dinner the week
before Thanksgiving last November. Other examples of main
courses for previous dinners
include ham, oven barbequed
spare ribs and leg of lamb. The
most recent dinner was Italian
themed.
“We want more things to oﬀer
to the students,” Mahr said. “And
free food tends to draw people
in.”
The dinner will take place on
Wednesday, June 3, but will not
be happening in the summer.
The program intends to pick up
in the fall, but that will depend
on how the CCM and Central
communities feel about continuing the dinners.
While marketed toward Central students, the dinners are considered open to the public.

CWU’s student-run Online
interactive lifestyle magazine.

PHOTO COURTESY OF JANET HEVA

FAMILY DINNER CCM hosts free, homemade meal for students.

LEARN
MORE:

Pulse is covering college life from
top to bottom and everywhere in
between. So, come check it out,
share your thoughts, and show it to
all your friends.
If you want to contribute to Pulse or
want to give us your comments
send us an email at ;
cwupulsemagazine@gmail.com.

(509) 962-4630
Receive 3 Small, 3 Medium, and 2 Large

U-Haul boxes with
storage unit rental
aaawildcats.com

1011 W Cascade Ct, Ellensburg, WA 98926
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Review: Mad Max: Fury Road
Assistant Scene Editor

WARNER BROS. ENTERTAINMENT

“Mad Max: Fury Road” is
the most metal movie I have ever
seen.
Everyone has been ranting
and raving about how awesome
this ﬁlm is, from the masses of
keyboard lurkers online to
real-life

peers, I haven’t heard one person
say that they didn’t absolutely
enjoy this ﬁlm.
Whether it’s the heavy
metal,
Valhalla-worshipping,
death-bound
war

boys,
the female
p ro t a g o n i s t ,
Furiosa, or the impressive
ﬁlm style of Franchise Creator
and Director George Miller,
“Mad Max: Fury Road” is a
must-see.
The ﬁrst ﬁlm, “Mad Max,”
came out in 1979, and “Mad
Max Beyond Thunderdome,”
the third installment, came out in
1985. It has been 30 years since
Miller has continued his dystopian franchise.
Fury Road did an awesome
job not overdoing the CGI,
which pays homage to fans of
the original series, but it was no
easy task.
According to Rolling
Stone, the ﬁlm had a
relatively minimal
use of CGI.
The
ﬁlm’s
Stunt Coordinator Guy Norris

said, “We wanted to make it real; Hardy, who plays Max Rockatreal vehicles, real locations, real nansky, has committed to star in
three more “Mad Max” ﬁlms.
movement and real stunts.”
Charlize Theron, who coAccording to Rolling Stone,
Norris was a stuntman for Miller stared as Imperator Furiosa, talkin “Mad Max 2: The Road War- ed to the Huﬃngton Post about
rior” and had also coordinated the possibility of Fury Road bestunts for other ﬁlms Miller di- ing a feminist ﬁlm.
“You know what I think is even
rected.
For those anticipating another more powerful about it? [It’s]
chapter of Mad Max ﬁlms after that I think George didn’t have
watching Fury Road, stay tuned. a feminist agenda up his sleeve,
According to IGN, Miller and I think that’s what makes the
story even more powerful, espeintends for
cially
how
Fury Road
the
women
to be the ﬁrst
We wanted to make are repreinstallment
it real; real vehicles, real sented in it,”
of a new trillocations, real movement Theron said.
ogy of Mad
“George has
and real stunts.
Max ﬁlms.
an innate unA
possible
derstanding
title for the
-Guy Norris
that women
follow-up to
Stunt Coordinator
are just as
Fury Road
complex and
could
be
interesting as men, and he was
“Mad Max: The Wasteland.”
really interested in discovering all
In an interview with IGN, of that. I think through just his
Miller was asked about the se- need and want for the truth, he
quel to Fury Road.
actually made an incredible femiMiller said, “No, no, no; I just nist movie.”
ﬁnished this movie 12 days ago!
According to boxoﬃcemojo.
I said to someone, it’s like asking com, the ﬁlm has made $219.8
a woman who’s just given birth, million worldwide, $95.5 mil‘When are you having your next lion of which was domestic, after
baby?’”
having been released for less than
According to IGN, Tom two weeks.

“

“

BY KYLE FENTON

Good Job - Flexible Schedule

Part-time flexible hours job great for college student. Computer
and internet knowledge required. Have fun helping us list items
on ebay from our hardware stores in Cle Elum. Ebay experience a
plus. Computer provided. 20-minute commute and we pay you
$6 per day for gas plus $12.50 per hour. Set your own schedule
around your classes 2-3 days a week to start. Fun, easy going
office environment. Come join us in a new venture! Call Blake
@ (425) 780-0412
to interview now.

$12.50
per hour

W HO L E S A L E

2015

CWU

COMMENCEMENT

Graduation
Dinner
Friday, June 12, 2015
5:00-7:00 P.M.
SURC–Holmes Dining Room

BUFFET-STYLE MEAL INCLUDES:

Prime Rib
Salmon
Rice Pilaf
Fresh Asparagus
Caesar Salad

Fresh Fruit Salad
Pasta Salad
Rolls and Butter
Dessert
Beverages

$21.00 per person
Reservations required. Accepted starting May 1, 2015
through the Connection Card Office in person or by
calling 509-963-2711.

cwu.edu/dining
CWU is an AA/EEO/Title IX Institution. For accommodation e-mail: DS@cwu.edu • 20730415C-TS
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Top five professional beards
BY ZAC HERETH

Staff Reporter

You can’t have great sports without great beards. Whether it’s the traditional hockey playoﬀ beard, the baseball hitting streak beard or the good
luck beard for whatever achievement the team is striving for, beards and sports are synonymous.
From the perfectly curled mustache of Rollie Fingers in the 1970s, to the #getbearded and #fearthebeard campaign of the Boston Red Sox
during the 2013 World Series, great facial hair can always be found and respected in almost all sports.
Here is a list of the top ﬁve beards in today’s sporting world:

5. Ryan Fitzpatrick: The Harvard educated beard
Fitzpatrick’s beard is unkempt, wild and grizzly, but he came into the NFL in 2005 a clean-shaven
and baby-faced rookie whose look ﬁt the golden boy Harvard image to a tee.
If beard growing ability was directly related to the ability to play quarterback, Fitzpatrick would be
the most sought after passer in the league, leaving the neckbearded Andrew Luck in the dust. His
beard should come in handy when Fitzpatrick takes the Big Apple by storm in hiss ﬁrst season with
the New York Jets this fall.
NFL.COM

4. Danny Espinosa: The mustached man
The Fu Manchu style mustache Espinosa brought to spring training during the Washington Nationals is too good to leave oﬀ this list. Unlike the thin and wiry Fu Manchus we are used to seeing in
classic kung-fu movies, Espinosa’s has the thick fullness of a mountain man.
The ‘stache fueled Espinosa to have a turn-around season in what had been an underwhelming
career so far. His batting average is up 50 points and has already nearly matched his homerun total
from last year in one-third the amount of at-bats.

MLB.COM

Espinosa’s combination of mustache and red National’s cap has a striking resemblance to everyone’s
favorite princess-saving plumber. If that doesn’t make you an Espinosa fan, I don’t know what will.

3. Brent Burns: The toothless beard
Burns has an impressive beard. That beard is ampliﬁed by a combination of long hair and a toothless grin only a mother could love.
Burns has been referred to as “the hairiest man in hockey” and “Chewbacca on skates.” The image
ﬁts his persona. Burns is known as a hard-hitting defenseman that isn’t afraid to get his nose dirty
and back up his teammates.
NHL.COM

Adding to the intimidation of the toothless beard is his six-foot-ﬁve, 230-pound, frame. The beard
propelled Burns to a career high in points this season.

2. James Harden: The ‘everything is bigger in Texas’ beard
Harden comes in at number two on the list, but may have the most recognizable beard. Harden is
the biggest star on this list and plays in a sport with no helmets or hats covering the head.
Harden and his beard have pushed the Houston Rockets to the NBA Western Conference Finals this
season on a team that has been hampered by injuries.

NBA.COM

His beard has been feared by defenders around the league for years now and hopes to join the great
beards of Wilt Chamberlain and Bill Russell as an NBA champion this season.

1. Brett Keisel: THE beard
There is no beard in professional sports today that compares to that of Keisel’s. Length, thickness
and sheer manliness, this beard has it all.
Not only is Keisel’s beard one that would make Grizzly Adams’ facial hair quiver in fear, but it is also
humanitarian.
According to ESPN.com’s Scott Brown, Keisel’s beard raised $67,000 for the Pittsburgh Children’s
Hospital at the ﬁfth-annual Shear Da Beard event in February.
The beard has become part of the personality of the 13-year-veteran defensive end. Keisel is nearing
the end of his career, and it will truly be a sad event when the best beard in all of sports calls it quits.

NFL.COM

The Pittsburgh Steelers’ defense will surely look less intimidating after cutting the longtime fan favorite in March. Hopefully the fanbase of whatever team picks up the free agent will openly embrace
the player with the biggest baddest beard in the sports’ universe.
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The baseball beard at Central
BY JAKE NELSON

Kasey Bielec

Staff Reporter

Beards in baseball have become more popular than ever.
Many major league teams have
become more lenient about allowing players to grow facial hair,
only requiring a few restrictions.
Beard popularity in baseball
grew in 2013, when the Boston
Red Sox players all had beards.
The beard trend started by Red
Sox players Mike Napoli and
Johnny Gomes.
The Sox were winning and
their beards kept getting longer.
The entire team joined in on
growing their beards out. When
a player would score for the Sox,
they would tug on their beard,
which then became a huge tradition for Red Sox Nation.
The Central baseball team
had a few players with beards
this past season. Kasey Bielec,
senior exercise science major and
leader on the baseball team, had
the most notable beard.
Bielec, with his beard, earned
1st Team All GNAC, was voted
to the Daktronics All-West Region Team, named to the National Collegiate Baseball Writers Association All-West Region
Team and earned Honorable
Mention All-American Honors
by the National Collegiate Baseball Writers Association.

COURTESY OF CWU ATHLETICS

Bielec ended his senior year
on the diamond leading the
GNAC with a .409 batting average. He had ﬁve home-runs and
40 RBIs. The standout senior
started growing a beard during
the season because of the Boston
Red Sox.
“It is fun to have a beard,”
Bielec said. “Especially when you
get a couple of guys to grow one
with you. The Boston Red Sox,
when they did the whole team
thing a few years ago, was kind
of a cool thing. Beckman and
me did it together this year, and
we both had some pretty good
beards going on at the end of the
season. I love facial hair and I
think beards are great.”
The New York Yankees are
one of the only professional
teams in baseball with facial hair
restrictions. Players have to have
clean haircuts and are not al-

lowed to grow facial hair.
According to Bielec, head
coach Desi Storey doesn’t mind
his players having facial hair, as
long as the beards aren’t too extreme.
“Desi likes us to keep it
trimmed,” Bielec said. “He will
let us grow what we want to grow,
but we just have to keep it clean.
I kind of went away from that a
little bit, but if you keep it tight
he doesn’t mind.”
According to Bielec, he played
with a trimmed up beard at Central his junior year, and during
his senior year, he decided to just
let it grow out. His teammates
like to give him a hard time with
his beard.
“They usually make fun of
me,” Bielec said laughing. “I
can’t grow it above, like, my jaw
line. So they always comment on
my neckbeard. They mess with
me a little but it’s alright.”
Bielec loves that more and
more baseball players are growing beards. He feels that it really
ﬁts the sport and embodies what
baseball is all about.
“I think it had a big thing to
do with the Red Sox that one
year. I think people thought that
it was a good look,” Bielec said.
“Baseball is such a gritty sport.
I think everyone was just like we
are going to have fun with it and
show it oﬀ.”

XANDER DECCIO/OBSERVER

STRAPPING Brandon Williams prefers the popular chin-strap look.

ESPN needs to embrace games, not run from them
BY JONATHAN GLOVER/SPORTS EDITOR

Look out, America. There’s
a new sport on the horizon and
it doesn’t involve balls, pads or
large crowds of people getting
drunk in a parking lot before
games. Well, it might actually involve the latter.
I’m talking about live video
game tournaments, more commonly referred to as eSports. In
recent years, they have broken
out of living rooms and into the
mainstream as gaming events
now garner massive followings.
Naturally, sporting networks like
ESPN have taken notice.
According to Polygon.com,
popular eSport game DOTA 2
has one of the largest gaming
tournaments in history, amassing
over 20 million concurrent viewers for last year’s International–
DOTA’s annual global tournament. The competition is usually
streamed on services like Twitch
and YouTube and covered live on
ESPN3.
Developed by Valve, DOTA
2 is one of many games derived
from a Warcraft mod, which have
spawned a gaming genre of their
own called massive online battle
arenas (MOBAs).
Most commonly, MOBAs
are head to head games that
pin two diﬀerent teams with ﬁve
players each against each other.

Each player gets to select a from
a large pool of characters, each
with their own special strengths
and abilities.
Other MOBAs such as
League of Legends — which
touts 67 million players worldwide, according to IGN — have
created international tournaments of their own with millions
tuning in live.
This year, ESPN is upgrading
DOTA 2’s International coverage to ESPN2 and is already expecting huge ratings. According
to USA Today, DOTA 2 International broadcasts have brought in
more viewers to ESPN than the
NBA playoﬀs at times.
However, ESPN’s Colin Cowherd is having none of it. In a
much publicized rant against
eSports and online sporting in
general, Cowherd had some
choice words to say about on-

line gaming in his morning radio
program, “The Herd,” following
ESPN’s coverage of a Heroes of
the Storm tournament.
“Here’s what’s going to get me
oﬀ the air: if I am ever forced to
cover guys playing video games,
I will retire and move to a rural ﬁshing village and sell bait,”
Cowherd said. “You want me
out? Demand video game tournaments on ESPN because that’s
what appeared on ESPN2 yesterday.”
After railing against the event
itself, Cowherd then went on to
insult gaming as a whole.
“Somebody lock the basement door at mom’s house and
don’t let ’em out. I will quit this
network if I am ever asked to
cover that. I tolerated Donkey
Kong,” Cowherd said.
Obviously, Cowherd doesn’t
have much appreciation for eS-
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ports or gaming in general. And
here’s the thing, I’m not a huge
fan of giant gaming events either.
I’m just not into them. I don’t
even think they should be called
eSports since they’re not a sport.
Cowherd’s commentary, however, shows just how out of sync
he is with society. Video games
are quickly becoming a tent pole
in modern society, with cultures
across the globe spending billions
every year.
According to polygon.com,
Grand Theft Auto V made just
under $1 billion in one day and
in 2013, the industry grew to $67
billion annually.
There’s a lot of interest in
gaming today and the emergence
of streaming sites like Twitch and
Ustream corroborate this. Today,
millions of gamers stream games
and watch others stream games

every day.
ESPN jumping on the train
is only natural. There’s a lot of
money to be made in broadcasting gaming tournaments. League
of Legend’s Champion Series
brought in 32 million viewers
during the Summoner’s Cup
competition, according to Riot
Games, League of Legend’s developer.
To put that in perspective,
game ﬁve of the NBA ﬁnals last
year had 15.5 million viewers,
as reported by tvbythenumbers.
com.
For Cowherd to say he’s “tolerating” certain games today
is just asinine. No matter how
negatively he views professional
gaming, he can’t run away or
hide from it. It’s not possible.
Whether he takes issue with
ESPN broadcasting these tournaments is another story. For
many, myself included, eSports is
an unfortunate moniker of professional gaming since games are
not sports. Sports always have
and always will require physical,
competitive activity.
Should ESPN spin-oﬀ one
of their networks to solely cover
gaming tournaments? Maybe.
There’s certainly money there.
Should Cowherd throw a hissy ﬁt
and threaten to quit if he’s forced
to cover a gaming event? Go for
it. I’m not much a fan of him
anyway.
Instead of complaining, he
should invest in a “Video Games
for Dummies” handbook or start
looking for another job. Video
games are here to stay, and
they’re just getting started.
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Origins of the playoff beard
BY MAXWELL MONSON/
MONSON/STAFF REPORTER

Beards have become a common sight on players come playoﬀ time. Fans have seen James
Harden sporting a great display
of facial hair on the hardwood.
When you catch an NHL playoﬀ
game, it’s hard to ﬁnd someone
not rocking a beard. But where
does the playoﬀ beard come
from?
According to Denis Potvin, retired hockey defender, the playoﬀ
beard can be traced back to the
1980s New York Islanders hockey team.
The team had to play four
games in ﬁve nights, leaving little
time to shave, and after winning
all four games, it was a superstition that they needed to keep the
beards.
Some other sports have started
taking part in the playoﬀ beard
phenomena, but it is deﬁnitely a
hockey dominated tradition. According to the Wall Street Journal, there are only seven players
that are not rocking a beard from
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BEARD’S SAKE James Harden is famous for his beard. In the playoffs, he’s at .449 field goal percentage.

the ﬁnal four teams in the NHL
playoﬀs. That means there are
69 players from four teams donning a beard in this year’s NHL
playoﬀs.
It is hard to argue against the
correlation between success and

the playoﬀ beard. Looking at
the superstition’s roots, the New
York Islanders won four straight
championships after growing
their beards.
Along with the Islanders,
Bjorn Borg grew his beard for

ﬁve straight Wimbledon championships and won ﬁve straight.
For a more modern look at
the beards, there’s Harden on
the basketball court. The man
seems to put more points up on
the board with every centimeter

his beard grows. There has to be
some sort of intimidation factor when facing a man with that
mean of a beard.
Along with the great beards, it
is always fun to see the attempts
from men who don’t have the
same degree of success in growing a beard like Harden’s. It is
normally a good way to identify
the young guns and proven veterans on each team.
A great example of this would
be Sidney Crosby. Crosby has
seen multiple playoﬀ runs in his
years at Pittsburg and has yet to
grow a respectable beard. This
isn’t to say he hasn’t tried each
year, just that it never ﬂourished
into anything we can call a beard.
Playoﬀ beards in baseball are
a diﬀerent story. It is common to
see many players rocking a beard
come October, but they have had
them all year, so is it really a playoﬀ beard? For example, Dustin
Ackley has been rocking a beard
since spring training, so if the
Mariners make it to the playoﬀs,
is that a playoﬀ beard?
The playoﬀ beard has turned
into a well-known phenomena.
No sport can claim dominance in
the playoﬀ beard category, except
hockey which seems to the trendsetter when it comes to beards in
the playoﬀs.

think summer
With more than 100 summer courses at EWU, the opportunities
are endless. Summer classes are condensed into 4- and 8-week
sessions, enabling you to make the most of your time and passion.

Start planning now.
Visit summer.ewu.edu
EWUSummerSession

@EWUSummer
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Does your beard affect your athletic ability?

“It makes me 10 times better than I
actually am and I love it…I wash it,
condition it and trim it. Gotta keep it
looking good for the ladies.”
Arthur Burns
Football, running back

“I would think it would boost my
athletic performance, but I think it was
bad luck or bad juju.”
Luke Plummer
Track and ﬁeld

“It doesn’t really aﬀect my athletic
performance, except for it’s kind of
uncomfortable to wear when you have
a helmet on and it rubs against your
face.”
Joshua Eckwood,
Football, wide receiver

“If you have a good a beard, then
you have conﬁdence. That conﬁdence
will help you in the game. So, when
you perform, it’s good to have that
conﬁdence.”
Jerome Bryant
Basketball, forward

“It didn’t aﬀect it. We just grew it out,
too lazy to cut them. It’s just a look,
it didn’t aﬀect my performance in
football.”
Holman Faatili
Football

“Sometimes I think it makes me feel
swaggy. When I think I’m looking
good, I’m gonna play good.”
Gary Jacobs
Basketball, guard
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Wildcat Dash: canceled

As a result of low registration, the spring obstacle course is forced to close up shop
BY JONATHAN GLOVER

Sports Editor

The list of spring events to
partake in before summer vacation just got shorter. On Monday,
the 2015 Wildcat Dash was canceled after three years of success.
According to Jordan Stinglen,
Wildcat Dash coordinator and
intramural and special events
coordinator, this year’s event received much lower registration
compared to previous iterations.
The decision to cancel comes
just five days before the event was
scheduled.
The Wildcat Dash was an annual obstacle course and 5k run
open to Central students and the
community of Ellensburg.
It featured various obstacles
such as a mud pit, balance beam
and rope climb. The winner of
the competition would win an
“Intramural Champion” t-shirt.
It is unclear why registration
this year was so low. Cost to students remained the same since
last year and weather forecasts
looked overall sunny and dry.
Stinglen said those who payed
will receive a full refund.
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